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Abstract
Purpose
To compare the interobserver and intermodality differences in image-based identification of head and neck primary
site gross tumor volumes (GTV). Modalities compared include: contrast-enhanced CT, F-18 fluorodeoxyglucose positron
emission tomography (PET/CT) and contrast-enhanced MRI.
Methods and Materials
Fourteen patients were simulated after immobilization for all 3 imaging modalities (CT, PET/CT, MRI). Three radiation
oncologists (RO) contoured GTVs as seen on each modality. The GTV was contoured first on the contrast-enhanced CT
(considered the standard), then on PET/CT, and finally on post-contrast T1 MRI. Interobserver and intermodality variability
were analyzed by volume, intersection, union, and volume overlap ratio (VOR).

Results
Analysis of RO contours revealed the average volume for CT-, PET/CT-, and MRI-derived GTVs were 45cc, 35cc and 49cc,
respectively. In 93% of cases PET/CT-derived GTVs had the smallest volume and in 57% of cases MRI-derived GTVs had the
largest volume. CT showed the largest variation in target definition (standard deviation amongst observers 35%) compared
to PET/CT (28%) and MRI (27%). The VOR was largest (indicating greatest interobserver agreement) in PET/CT (46%),
followed by MRI (36%), followed by CT (34%). For each observer, the least agreement in GTV definition occurred between
MRI & PET/CT (average VOR = 41%), compared to CT & PET/CT (48%) and CT & MRI (47%).
Conclusions
A non-significant interobserver difference in GTVs for each modality was seen. Among three modalities, CT was least consistent, while PET/CT-derived GTVs had the smallest volumes and were most consistent. MRI combined with PET/CT provided
the least agreement in GTVs generated. The significance of these differences for head & neck cancer is important to explore
as we move to volume-based treatment planning based on multi-modality imaging as a standard method for treatment
delivery.
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Introduction

Imaging protocol and registration

Volume-based intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) is
the preferred radiation treatment technique for head and neck
cancer. Target volume definition remains the most subjective
and hence least consistent variable in the delivery of accurate
radiotherapy. Gross tumor volume definition is influenced by
the judgment of the individual doing the contouring, the type
of imaging utilized, the resolution and slice thickness of the
scan, contrast administration, registration of multiple imaging
modalities, and patient positioning in co-registered scans, as
well as other factors [1]. Planning tumor volumes have been
most commonly defined by CT-based imaging. More recently, PET/CT and MR images have further refined our ability to
define tumor extent. Treatment planning software has evolved
to allow registration of these imaging data with the simulation CT. Review of the head and neck cancer literature shows
substantial interest in enhancement of tumor definition with
the addition of PET/CT to CT and MRI to CT, however intermodality comparison of all three modalities is scarce [2,3]. Our institution has both PET/CT and MRI simulators. Since 2007, we
have utilized all three imaging modalities (contrast-enhanced
CT, fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography
(PET/CT) and contrast-enhanced MRI) to simulate selected
patients for treatment planning. By imaging the patient in
the head-and-shoulder aquaplast mask on all three modalities, registration error in the treatment planning software is
minimized. To evaluate the utility and consistency of these imaging modalities in defining the primary site gross tumor volume (GTV), we compared tumor volumes contoured by three
observers on CT, PET/CT, and MRI.

Patients were immobilized with a head-and-shoulders S-Frame
Aquaplast mask (CIVCO Medical Solutions, Kalona, IA) and
simulated in the treatment position for all modalities. PET/CT
simulation was performed on the Siemens LSO Biograph Duo
PET/CT scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Hoffman Estates,
IL). In a single imaging session, an IV contrast-enhanced CT
scan and a PET scan were acquired.

Material and Methods
Patient selection

Department records were reviewed and fourteen patients with
advanced head and neck cancer who had undergone simulation with contrast-enhanced CT, FDG-PET/CT, and contrastenhanced MRI scans were selected as a case study (see Table
1).
Table1. Patient Characteristics
Patient
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Primary Site
oropharynx
oropharynx
larynx
oropharynx
oropharynx
oropharynx
nasopharynx
paranasal sinus
hard palate
oropharynx
oropharynx
paranasal sinus
oropharynx
oropharynx

Clinical Stage
T3N2b
T3N1
T4aN0
T1N2
T2N2a
T2N2c
T2bN2
T4bN0M1
recurrent
recurrent
T1N3
T4N1
T3N2b
T4N2b

Clinical Notes

post tonsillectomy
neuroendocrine carcinoma
spindle cell sarcoma
post tonsillectomy

For the PET scan, the patient’s fasting glucose was required
to be 200 mg/dL or less. To decrease patient movement and
agitation during the uptake period, 0.25–2.5mg of alprazolam
was given by mouth, as our standard protocol. Imaging was
completed 90min after injection of 10–15 mCi of FDG.
CT imaging was obtained from the vertex to 2cm below the
carina. Isovue 250, 100 cc, was given by IV injection if kidney
function was normal. If creatinine was elevated or glomerular filtration rate was decreased, the amount of Isovue was
decreased or the contrast agent was changed to Visapaque.
Slice thickness and spacing were 2 mm throughout imaging.
3.0-Tesla MR images were generated using a Siemens MAGNETOM Trio 3T MRI scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) with the use of head coil (3T Body MATRIX A
TIM Coil, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Multihance (0.2 cc/kg
body weight, max 20 cc) was injected IV prior to T1 contrast
imaging.

The images were uploaded and PET and MRI were registered
(fused) to the primary CT data set by an auto registration
algorithm in Pinnacle3 version 8.0m (Philips, Fitchburg, WI)
called “normalized mutual information.” Physicians confirmed
registration adequacy and all contouring were completed in
the Pinnacle treatment planning software.
Contouring

Using the planning system, three observers with different experience levels (one third- year radiation oncology resident
and two head and neck radiation oncologists) contoured primary site GTVs on each modality. When distinguishable, adjacent abnormal lymph nodes were excluded from the tumor
volume. All observers were informed of location of primary
site and clinical stage. The observer was instructed to contour only what was seen as abnormal on that specific modality. Observers were allowed to adjust window width and level
on CT to optimize soft tissue and bone GTV delineation. PET/
CT-based GTVs were drawn on the default window width and
level settings without the assistance of an SUV threshold or
tumor-to-background ratio. When contouring on each image
set, the contours were turned off after completing the task on
one image set before beginning contours on the next modality
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(to simulate a scenario in which we assume that the image set
would be the only image set available for radiation treatment
planning). Observers were blinded to the GTVs outlined by the
other observers. In all cases, the GTV was contoured first on
the contrast-enhanced CT, then on the PET/CT, and finally on
the post-contrast T1 MRI (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Axial slice of patient #14 (T4 oropharynx cancer). Each observer contoured the primary tumor (GTV) as uniquely seen on the
simulation CT with contrast (A), PET/CT (B), and MRI (C). Contours
from the 3 radiation oncologists are shown in different colors.

Data analysis
In this study, interobserver and intermodality variability were
analyzed by volume, union, intersection, and volume overlap
ratio (VOR, intersection divided by union) (Figure 2). The
data analysis for this paper was generated using SAS software,
Version 9.3(Cary, NC).

The inter-observer average volume was defined as the mean
of all volumes outlined in a scan set by all observers for that
modality. The inter-observer union volume was defined as the
volume encompassing the GTVs delineated by all observers
in a dataset, i.e. the union volume was the total GTV volume
outlined by every observer. The inter-observer intersection
volume was defined as the common volume designated by all
observers as part of the GTV in a given modality dataset. The
inter-observer VOR indicated the uncertainty in delineating
the GTV in that scan set by different observers and was calculated as the intersection divided by the union.

The inter-modality average volume was defined as the mean
GTV volume designated by a specific observer in all three modalities. The inter-modality union volume was defined as the
volume encompassing the GTVs delineated by an observer in
all datasets; i.e., the volume designated as the combination of
all GTVs contoured by a specific observer in all three imaging
modalities. The inter-modality intersection volume was the
common volume designated by a specific observer as part of
the GTV in all three imaging modalities. The inter-modality
VOR indicated the uncertainty in delineating the GTV in all imaging modalities by a specific observer and was calculated as
the intersection divided by the union.

A linear regression model was employed to compare the interobserver variability for each imaging modality. The coefficient of variation (defined as the percent standard deviation
of volume) was utilized as the dependent variable. The main
effect for imaging modality was included as the independent
variable. A linear mixed effects regression model was used to
compare the intermodality differences. To assess intermodality differences, the VOR was utilized as the dependent variable.
The main effect for between modality agreements was included as the independent variable. To control for the potential
confounding of observer differences, the observer was included as a random effect. All tests were two sided and tested at the
5% significance level.

Results

Patient and tumor characteristics

Figure 2. The inter-observer union (yellow colorwash) is defined as the
volume encompassing the contours of all observers in an imaging modality.
The inter-observer intersection (orange colorwash) is defined as the volume
common to all observers in one imaging modality. The volume overlap ratio
(VOR) is the ratio of the intersection to the union.

Patient characteristics are noted in Table 1. There were 2 T1
patients, 2 post-tonsillectomy patients, 2 intact T2 patients, 2
intact T3 patients, 4 intact T4 patients, and 2 gross recurrences. The distribution according to primary site was: tonsil, 6;
oropharynx, 2; paranasal sinus, 2; larynx, 1; base of tongue, 1;
nasopharynx, 1; hard palate, 1. One paranasal sinus tumor had
neuroendocrine features and one recurrent tumor was a radiation-induced spindle cell sarcoma. The remainder of tumors
were squamous cell carcinomas.
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Analysis of Contours
The average volume for CT-, PET/CT-, and MRI-derived GTVs
were 45cc, 35cc and 49cc, respectively. In 93% (13/14) of
cases, PET/CT-derived GTVs had the smallest volume while
MRI-derived GTVs had the largest volume in 57% (8/14) of
cases (Figure 3). CT showed the largest standard deviation
(variability of target definition) amongst observers (35%)
compared to PET/CT (28%) and MRI (27%). However, the
percent standard deviation for CT was not significantly different from the percent standard deviation for PET/CT and MRI
(F2,39=0.56, p=0.58, Figure 4).

Figure 3. The average volume for CT-, PET/CT-, and MRI-derived
GTVs were 45cc, 35cc and 49cc, respectively. In 93% (13/14) of cases, PET/CT-derived GTVs had the smallest volume while MRI-derived
GTVs had the largest volume in 57% (8/14) of cases.

By imaging modality, the VOR was largest (indicating greatest
interobserver agreement) in PET/CT. There was 46% average
agreement, with more than 50% agreement in voxels included
in 6/14 cases and more than 25% agreement in 12/14 cases.
MRI had the second largest VOR (36% avg, >50% for 2 patients, >25% for 11 patients) then followed by CT (34% avg,
>50% for 3 patients, > 25% for 8 patients), Figure 5. The CT
VOR was lowest in the 2 T1 patients and the 2 post-tonsillectomy patients.

Figure 5. The VOR was largest (indicating greatest interobserver
agreement) in PET (46% avg, > 50% in 6 patients, > 25% in 12 patients), followed by MRI (36% avg, > 50% in 2 patients, >25% in 11
patients) then followed by CT (34% avg, > 50% for 3 patients, > 25%
for 8 patients).

For all three RO contour sets, the least agreement in GTV definition occurred between MRI & PET/CT (average VOR = 41%),
compared to CT & PET/CT (48%) and CT & MRI (47%). However, the VOR for MRI & PET/CT was not significantly different
from the VOR for CT & PET/CT and CT & MRI (F2,121=2.27,
p=0.11).

Discussion

Figure 4. CT showed the largest standard deviation (variability of target definition) amongst observers (35%) compared to PET/CT (28%)
and MRI (27%). However, the percent standard deviation for CT was
not significantly different from the percent standard deviation for
PET/CT and MRI (F2,39=0.56, p=0.58).

Head and neck radiation therapy is currently a volume-based
treatment modality defined by contours of tumor and normal
structures. The potential to integrate functional, molecular
and soft tissue imaging into planning is therefore of keen interest [4,5]. One of the factors limiting uniformity of treatment
delivery is the variation in which the tumor target is defined.
This work provides quantification of known human inconsistency as we subjectively interpret objective image-based information. The issues surrounding interobserver variability are
eloquently reviewed by Weiss and Hess [1] and are an important topic as we consider future clinical trials and outcome data
based on inconsistently defined (albeit by standard methods)
targets.
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This work explores how contouring consistency is influenced
by multi-modality (CT, PET/CT, MR) imaging, and which, if any
imaging modality, may result in more reproducible volumes by
different observers. Unique to only a few centers in the country, our institution has PET/CT and MRI simulators in the department. This allows the patient’s treatment position to be
reproduced on each scanner, and thus significantly decreases
registration error within the planning software.
Several descriptive findings are of interest: 1) CT showed the
largest variability in target definition amongst observers despite being our standard simulation template. 2) PET/CT-derived volumes were the smallest and resulted in the least
interobserver variation. 3) Low-volume GTVs were less consistently defined. 4) The least agreement in GTV definition occurred between MRI & PET/CT.
CT-derived volumes

The analysis of our cohort of observers showed that the largest
standard deviation occurred across CT-derived volumes. This
is concerning, as this imaging modality is considered the standard for simulation, and is the modality most familiar to us.
However, contouring on CT imaging is impacted by relatively
less conspicuous boundaries between tumor and soft tissues,
dental artifacts, and greater interobserver subjective interpretation [6,7]. The very heterogeneous patient population in
this study, including 2 T1 patients and the 2 post-tonsillectomy patients, resulted in the finding that these smaller targets
contributed to the largest standard deviation across observers.
The danger of misinterpretation and hence missing smaller
targets with unimodality imaging is suggested.
PET/CT-derived volumes

The advantage of PET/CT-derived volumes in our analysis was
improved consistency between observers. This finding is not
universal amongst institutions who have studied CT versus
PET/CT contours [8]. PET/CT-volumes were also the smallest,
as they did not include subtle soft tissue/edema abnormalities
suggested on CT or MRI. Several institutions have published
on the utility of PET/CT as a complimentary modality to contrast-enhanced CT in radiation planning [8-17]. Recent literature has explored quantitative ways of defining PET/CT-derived volumes, as volumes defined by absolute SUV thresholds
are not representative of CT-derived volumes [5,18,19]. The
potential use of PET/CT to optimize consistency, then automating and/or consistently applying information from CT and
MRI would be a possible benefit of this modality to simulation.
Low-volume GTVs

For patient #4 (T1 intact tonsil) the VOR was zero for CT, PET/
CT and MRI (Figure 5). Similarly, in patient #11 (T1 intact ton-

sil) and patient #13 (T3 post-tonsillectomy), VOR for CT was
very low. Patient #5 was also post-tonsillectomy, but observers
were able to define a volume with some reproducibility. These
data indicate the difficulty in reproducibly defining a low-volume GTV radiographically and highlight the importance of
physical examination and the need for better tools to correlate
radiographic anatomy.
MRI versus PET/CT-derived volumes

MRI-derived volumes were more consistent between observers than CT-derived volumes in our study. This finding is similar
to Rasch, et al [20]. It is accepted that MRI enhances discrimination of extent of disease in nasopharyngeal cancer, especially in the presence of significant dental artifact and when
contrast-enhanced CT is contra-indicated [21,22]. Enhanced
MRI images can also be useful in defining perineural extension.
The degree of variance amongst observers on MRI-derived volumes was not significantly different from CT-derived volumes
in one series of twenty pharyngo-laryngeal tumors [23].
Our study provides new intermodality data comparing MRI
versus PET/CT. The VOR for MRI versus PET/CT was smaller
than either modality with CT, suggesting that observers are
seeing unique tumor information on MRI versus PET/CT. The
significance of this finding in not clear and will require detailed
study as we attempt to both improve consistency and find the
“true” gross tumor volume.

Overall, our study has similar findings to Daisne, et al., who
compared multi-modality imaging to gross tumor specimens,
and Thaigarajan, et al., who evaluated the impact of physical
exam findings in addition to CT, PET/CT and MRI [2,3]. Daisne,
et al. imaged patients immobilized in a thermoplastic mask
prior to surgical resection. They found contours delineated on
PET/CT were the smallest and most accurate compared to the
gold standard of pathologically defined gross disease measured
at the time of resection. There was no significant difference between the volume drawn on CT versus MRI in their study and
no imaging modality captured the full extent of mucosal disease. Thaigarajan, et al. referenced multiple observers to the
expert clinician who incorporated physical exam findings in
their target volume [2]. Similar to our study, their group found
a poor concordance between PET/CT and MRI/CT, suggesting
that all three imaging modalities provide unique tumor information that could be complementary. As with Daisne, Thaigarajan found that GTVs based on imaging alone underestimated
the mucosal extent identified on physical exam.
Study Limitations

By having every observer use the same imaging modality ordering, a potential ordering bias could be imposed. When looking at the boxplot of the percent standard deviation (Figure 4),
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we can see that CT has the greatest variability, then PET/CT followed by MRI. In the future to eliminate this potential bias, the
order in which the modality images are contoured should be
randomized. The small sample size and inclusion of patients
with low-volume primary disease is also a likely contributor to
the null findings. With a larger sample size we may be able to
find significant differences, especially in the intermodality differences, since that analysis is approaching significance with
the present data. However, intermodality differences should
be re-analyzed with the inclusion of T1 non-contrast normal
fat and T2 fast-suppressed MR images before conclusions can
be made.
Implications

Our clinical practice of GTV delineation has continued to include contrast-enhanced CT, PET/CT and MRI simulation, as
well as reference to physical exam findings. Endoscopy performed by the treating radiation oncologist has proven invaluable for understanding full mucosal extent. PET/CT and MRI
have been particularly valuable in defining deep soft tissue
extent of disease and perineural involvement, especially in
those with dental artifact on CT. We have also expanded the sequences of simulation MRI images obtained beyond T1 fat suppressed with contrast, to include T1 normal fat signal without
contrast (which can reveal where fat planes between muscles
are disrupted and bone marrow is involved) and T2 fat suppressed images (which may reveal peritumoral edema). Further research is needed to understand how these sequences
contribute to GTV delineation. In addition, our institution’s research is explaining the potential role of fluorothymidine (FLT)
in predicting tumor response, with a potential role in target
definition as well. As multi-modality imaging utilization for
target delineation increases [24], further research may clarify
how to standardize contouring on these modalities across observers. This will be critical as multimodality imaging is incorporated into head and neck cancer trial design.

Conclusion

An interobserver difference in GTVs derived from each image modality was seen. Among three modalities, CT was least
consistent, while PET/CT-derived GTVs had the smallest volumes and least interobserver variation. MRI combined with
PET/CT provided the least overlap of GTVs. The significance
of these differences for head and neck cancer is important to
explore as we move to multimodality volume-based treatment
planning as a standard method for treatment delivery.
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